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PERMUTUTATIONAL LABELLING OF
CONSTANT WEIGHT GRAY CODES
INESSA LEVI AND STEVE SEIP
We prove that for positive integers n and r satisfying 1 < r < n, with the single
exception of n = 4 and r = 2, there exists a constant weight Gray code of r-sets of
Xn = {1,2,... ,n} that admits an orthogonal labelling by distinct partitions, with
each subsequent partition obtained from the previous one by an application of a
permutation of the underlying set. Specifically, an r-set A and a partition •K of Xn
are said to be orthogonal if every class of n meets A in exactly one element. We prove
that for all n and r as stated, and i = 1,2,..., I J taken modulo [ J, there exists
a list Ai, A2,..., A(n\ of the distinct r-sets of Xn with \A\ n Aj+1| = r - 1 and a list
of distinct partitions TTI, 7T2,..., irin\ such that TTJ is orthogonal to both Ai and Ai+i,
and 7Tj+i = TTiAj for a suitable permutation A* of Xn.
1. ORTHOGONALLY LABELLED HAMILTONIAN CYCLES
We prove a combinatorial result regarding labelling of constant weight Gray codes.
The paper is aimed at understanding the combinatorics of subsets and partitions of finite
sets and their efficient listing.
Let Xn = { 1 , 2 . . . , n}. An r element subset A of Xn is referred to as an r-set. Let
Gn>r be the graph whose vertices constitute all the r-sets of Xn, with two r-sets being
adjacent if their intersection has exactly r - 1 elements. A path in a graph is a sequence of
distinct pairwise adjacent vertices; a cycle is a path in which the first and the last vertices
are adjacent. A Hamiltonian path (cycle) is one that contains every vertex of the graph.
It is well-known that Gn,r is Hamiltonian; that is, that it contains Hamiltonian cycles.
Hamiltonian cycles of GUjT are also known as constant weight Gray codes and were among
the earliest examples of combinatorial Gray codes ([6]).
A partition n of Xn is said to have weight r if TT has r distinct classes. The partition
7T and the set A are said to be orthogonal if every class of 7r contains exactly one element
of A. An orthogonally labelled list of r-sets in Xn is a sequence
(1) Ai,TTi,A2,n2,- • .,A/ny-Ktn\
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alternating between distinct r-sets Ai and distinct partitions n, of weight r, such that for
fn\ fn\
i = 1,2,... A 1 taken modulo I 1, the partition TT, is simultaneously orthogonal to
Ai and Ai+\. The sequence A\,Ai,..., Ai*\ of ( j distinct r-sets of Xn is referred to
W) \r/
as the set-sequence, and is denoted by A = AXA2 ... A/n\. The sequence TTI, TT2, . . . , Tr/nx
of f j distinct partitions is referred to as the partition-sequence, and is denoted by TIW
= TTITT2 • • .7T/n\. We identify the orthogonally labelled list in (1) with an ordered pair
(A, II). In the sequel, we omit the commas between the elements of set-sequences and
partition-sequences.
In [1], Howie and McFadden prove the existence of orthogonally labelled lists as
stated below.
THEOREM 1 . 1 . ([1]) For all positive integers n and r with 1 < r < n there
exist an orthogonally labelled list of the r-sets of Xn.
/n\
If t h e p a r t i t i o n - s e q u e n c e II is such t h a t for each i = 1,2,... A I t a k e n m o d u l o
), there exists a permutation Xt of Xn with wi+i = TTJA,, the orthogonally labelled list
rj
(A, II) is referred to as the permutational orthogonally labelled list. If the set sequence
A is a Hamiltonian cycle in Gn,r, the orthogonally labelled list (.4,11) is referred to as
an orthogonally labelled Hamiltonian cycle. Our objective in this paper is to prove the
following strengthening of Theorem 1.1.
THEOREM 1 . 2 . For all positive integers n and r with 1 < r < n, except for the
n = 4, r = 2 case, there exists a permutational orthogonally labelled Hamiltonian cycle
in Gn,r-
We prove the theorem after providing a definition and several examples. A partition
of the set Xn has type r = d^d-i2 • • • d&!* if it has t{ classes of size d{ for i = 1,2,..., k,
where d\ > d2 •. • > dk- We use r to refer to the set of all partitions of Xn of that type.
E X A M P L E 1.1. We show that G±$, has no permutational orthogonally labelled Hamil-
tonian cycle (nor even a permutational orthogonally labelled list). There are seven par-
titions of weight two of X4: three of these are of type 22 and four of type 31 . There are
six 2-sets in X4\ hence, any orthogonally labelled Hamiltonian list in G4)2 must contain
partitions of both types, 22 and 3 1. No permutation of X4 can transform a partition of
one type into the other; hence there exists no permutational orthogonally labelled list in
G42- It is somewhat surprising that n = 4, r = 2 turns out to be the only exceptional
case as Theorem 1.2 indicates.
In the table below, we also present two permutational orthogonally labelled Hamil-
tonian cycles for n = 5, one for the case of r = 2, the other for the case r — 3.
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Set
A
12
23
13
34
24
14
45
35
25
15
Partition
•Ki
25|134
12|345
141235
23|145
34)125
24|135
15|234
45|123
35|124
13|245
Set
Bi
123
134
234
124
145
245
345
135
235
125
Partition
7.
3|15|24
3|12|45
2|13|45
4|13|25
4|12|35
4|23|15
3|14|25
5|12|34
5|13|24
1|24|35
Figure 1: Permuational Orthogonally Labelled Hamiltonian cycles in G5t2 and G5j3
An orthogonally labelled list (.-4,11) in which every partition in II has type r, is
called an orthogonally T-labelled list. If A is a Hamiltonian cycle, then (A, II) is referred
to as an orthogonally T-labelled Hamiltonian cycle. For a fixed type r, the group Sn of
permutations of Xn acts transitively on the set of partitions of type r. In particular, an
orthogonally T-labelled list is a permutational orthogonally labelled list. The following
proposition is concerned with the case of partitions of weight two and begins the proof
of the theorem.
PROPOSITION 1 . 3 . Let d
T-labelled Hamiltonian cycle in
3 and r = d2. There exists an orthogonally
PROOF: We prove inductively that for d ^ 3 there exists an orthogonally
labelled Hamiltonian cycle (A, n), such that the first set in the set-sequence is {1,2}, the
last set in the set-sequence is {1, d + 2}, and the last partition in the partition sequence
has a doubleton class {1,3}.
The base step with d = 3 is presented in the two left-most columns of Figure 1; they
comprise an orthogonally labelled Hamiltonian cycle in C?5)2 with the properties described
above.
Suppose that for d ^ 4 there exists an orthogonally ((d — 1) 2)-labelled Hamiltonian
cycle (B, T), satisfying the above inductive assumptions. Specifically, if
B = BXB2 •.. Bfd+i\ then Bx = {1,2}, B/d+n = {1, d + 1}, and if F = JXJ2 • • • 7(*+n then
the doubleton class of j/d+i\ is {1,3}. Then the partition sequence F" = T5I4-• V/d+n,
V 2 / \ 2 )
obtained from F by adjoining d + 2 to the (d- l)-class of each partition 7, in T, orthog-
onally labels the cycle B = BiB2 • • • Bid+\\ in Gd+?,i-
For i = 1,2,..., d + 1, let d = {d + 2 - i, d + 2}. Then
A = B1B2 • • • /d • •. Cd+\
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is a Hamiltonian cycle in Gd+2,2 with B\ — {1,2} and Cd+\ = {l ,d + 2}. To la-
bel A with orthogonal partitions of type d2, define the following partitions of Xd+2:
7T, = {l,d+-2}\ ( X d + 1 - { l } ) , 7 r 2 - { 2 , d + 2 } I ( X d + 1 - { 2 } ) , a n d f o r ; = 3 , 4 , . . . , d + l ,
•K{ = {<i + 4 — z, d-t-2} I (Xd+i -{d + 4-i}) (note that for i = 1,2,... ,d+l the partitions
7Ti have d + 2 in a two element class, and so they are distinct from partitions in F"). Let
n = Yi72 • • • Vf<*+n .^x^i^z • • •7rd+i7/d+i\: then ( A n ) is an orthogonally (c(2)-labelledI 2 J - 1 v 2 ;
Hamiltonian cycle in Gd+2,2 with the doubleton class of 7/d+i\ being of the form {1,3}. D
\ 1 )
Given a partition type r on Xn, let r © 1 denote a partition type on Xn+i obtained
from r by adjoining one singleton class. If r has a class of size ds > 1, let r - ds be a
partition type on Xn-X obtained from T by reducing the size of one of its deblocks by 1.
PROPOSITION 1 . 4 . Let r = dild2h ... dktk be a partition type on Xn of weight
r having at least two distinct class sizes d$, dt ^ 2. Suppose that there exist Hamiltonian
cycles in Gn,r and Gn%r+i that can be labelled by partitions of type r and UJ = (r - ds) ffi 1
respectively. Then there exists a Hamiltonian cycle in Gn +i i r + i that can be labelled by
partitions of type r © 1.
P R O O F : Observe that w is a partition type on Xn of weight r + 1. Let
A = A1A2 • • • At
 n \ be a Hamiltonian cycle in Gnr+i, and let Q = a\a2 • • • 01 „ \ be
a corresponding partition sequence of partitions of type w that orthogonally labels the
cycle. For each partition CTJ in Q, let a\ be a partition of Xn+X of type r ffi 1 obtained
from O{ by adjoining the element n + 1 to a (ds — l)-class.
Let B = B1B2 • • • B/n\ be a Hamiltonian cycle in GniT and let F = 7 ^ 2 . . . jin\ be a
corresponding partition sequence of partitions of type r that orthogonally label the cycle.
For each B{ in B, let B\ be the (r + l)-set Bt U {n + 1}. For each partition j{ in T, let i{
be a partition of Xn+i of type r © 1 obtained from ji by adjoining a new class {n + 1}.
Without loss of generality we may assume that A\ = {1,2 , . . . ,r,r + 1}, Ai „ \
= { l , 2 , . . . , r , n } and B[ = {1 ,2 , . . . , r , n + 1} and B',n, = {1 ,2 , . . . ,r - l , n , n + l}(or
else we simply can relabel the elements of Xn). Choose two partitions of Xn+i of type
T ffi 1 containing n + 1 in a class of size dt such that 0 is orthogonal to B[ and Ai, and 6
is orthogonal to >4/ „ \ and B',n,.
Then ^4iv42... .A/ n \ 5 / n \ • • • B'2B[ is a Hamiltonian cycle in Gn +i , r + 1 which is r © 1-
\r+\) [r)
labelled by partitions in the sequence a[a'2 .. .a', „ s ,<57/n\ • • -TiTi^- The partitions
U + iJ l . (r) '
in this sequence are distinct, as partitions a\ contain the element n + 1 in a ds-class,
partitions 7^  contain n + 1 in a singleton class, and /?, <5 contain n + 1 in a d(-class. D
The following theorem appears in [2].
THEOREM 1 . 5 . For r > 2 and 1 $ s < r, there exist orthgonally 2sY~s-labelled
Hamiltonian cycles in Gs+r<r-
So that the work here is self-contained, we prove the aspects of Theorem 1.5 that
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will be used to prove the main theorem (Theorem 1.2).
LEMMA 1 . 6 . For r ^ 2, there exist orthogonally 2 V'1 and 22 r~2-iabeiJed
Hamiltonian cycles.
PROOF: We prove the existence of stated Hamiltonian cycles with an additional
condition, namely that the first set of the set-sequence is {1 ,2 , . . . , r} and the last set of
the set-sequence is {1 ,2 , . . . , r — 1, n}, where n — r + 1 for the 2 lr~Mabelled cycle, and
n = r + 2 for the 22 lr"2-labelled cycle.
Let A = Ai... Ar+i be any Hamiltonian cycle in Gr +i, r with A\ = {1 ,2 , . . . , r} and
Ar+i = {1 ,2 , . . . , r — 1, r + 1}. Let II = 7Ti7r2 . . . 7rr+1 be the sequence of partitions of
the type 2 V~l such that the only non-singleton class of TTJ is the symmetric difference
of Ai and Ai+i, where i = 1,2,.. . , r + 1, calculated mod (r + 1). Then (A, II) is an
orthogonally 2 l^Mabelled Hamiltonian cycle in Gr+i,r satisfying the stated conditions
on the first and the last set.
Now we prove inductively that for r ^ 3 there exists an orthogonally 22 lr~2-labelled
Hamiltonian cycle (B, F) in Gr+2,r satisfying the stated conditions on the first and the
last set. The base step with r = 3 is presented in the two right-most columns of Figure 1:
they comprise an orthogonally 22 1-labelled Hamiltonian cycle in G5i3 such that the first
set is {1,2,3} and the last set is {1,2,5}.
Suppose that for r ^ 4 there exists an orthogonally 22 lr~3-labelled Hamiltonian
cycle (C, \P) with the partition-sequence C — C\C2 • •. Cf'+n satisfying the following con-
ditions: Cx - {1 ,2 , . . . , r - 1} and CVr+i\ = {1 ,2 , . . . , r - 2, r + 1}. Note that C is a
Hamiltonian cycle in Gr +i i r_i, and for each Cj in C let C[ — CtU{r+2} be an r-set in XT+2.
For each partition ipi in \I> let ip'{ be a partition of weight r of XT+2 obtained from ipi by
adjoining a new singleton class {r + 2}. Then the partition sequence \t' = ^[tp'2 • • • ^/>+i\
orthogonally labels the cycle C — C'XC'2• • .C',r+1^ in Gr+2,r-
\T-l)
By the first paragraph of this proof, there exists an orthogonally 2 lr~ '-labelled
Hamiltonian cycle (A, n ) in Gr+i>r with the partition-sequence A = A\A2 ... Ar+i satis-
fying the following conditions: Ai = {1 ,2 , . . . , r} and AT+\ = {1 ,2 , . . . , r — 1, r + 1}. For
each partition TTJ in II let n't be a partition of the type 22 lr~2 of Xr+2 obtained from TTJ
by adjoining the element r + 2 to a singleton class of TT,- not of the form {r — 1} or {r}
(such a singleton class may be selected since r > 4, so each TTJ has at least three singleton
classes). Then the partition sequence II' = TT'JTTJ . . . ir'r+l orthogonally labels the cycle A
in Gr+2,r-
Observe that
B = A1A2...Ar+1C'{;+l)...C!2C'1
is a Hamiltonian cycle in Gr+2,r with the first set A\ — { 1 , 2 , . . . , r } and the last set
C[ - { 1 , 2 , . . . , r - 1, r + 2}. Let a be any partition of the type 22 l r~2 which is simul-
taneously orthogonal to Ar+i and Cy,+iv Such a has a doubleton class {r — l , r + 2},
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and so it is not an element of either * ' or II'. Let fi be any partition of the type 22 V~2
simultaneously orthogonal to C[ and A\. Such a /? has a doubleton class {r, r + 2}, and so
it is also not an element of either \t ' or II'. Since * ' or II' have no elements in common,
the sequence
T = ir[ir'2 . . . n'rarp'(r+n ... ip^'iP
consists of distinct partitions of type 22 lr~2, and (B, T) is an orthogonally 22 lr"2-labelled
Hamiltonian cycle in G>+2,r satisfying the stated conditions on the first and the last set. 0
The result below follows from Proposition 1.3, Proposition 1.4, and Lemma 1.6.
C O R O L L A R Y 1 . 7 .
1. For n ^ 5, d ^ 2 and r ^ 2, there exists an orthogonally d 2 V~2-labelled
Hamiltonian cycle in Gn<r.
2. There exist orthogonally 21 and 2 I2 labelled Hamiltonian cycles in Gz,2
and G4j3 respectively.
P R O O F OF T H E O R E M 1.2: Let n and r be positive integers with 2 ^ r < n, such
that n ^ 4 if r = 2. Using Corollary 1.7, we show that there exists a Hamiltonian cycle
in Gn,r orthogonally labelled by partitions of a given fixed type r.
If n ^ 3 and r = n — 1 and we let r = 2 I1""1. This allows us to assume that n > 5
and 2 s$ r s$ n.- 2. If r = 2 let r = (n - 2) 2. If r = n - 2 let r = 22 r~ 2 . I f 2 < r < n - 2
we let r = rf 2 l r"2 , where d ^ 3. D
1.1. HAMILTONIAN CYCLES i/n, r . For given n and r with 1 ^ r < n, we present the
definition of the Hamiltonian cycle Hn,r. The cycles Hn<r arise in the context of reflected
Gray codes, certain widely studied recursively defined codes that list the subsets of Xn
so that successive sets have a singleton symmetric difference. Numerous algorithms for
the efficient output of HUtT appear in the literature ([7, 5, 8]). Below we shall outline an
argument that supports the following refinement of Theorem 1.2.
THEOREM 1 . 8 . For all positive integers n and r with 1 < r < n, except for the
n = 4, r = 2 case, there exists a permutational orthogonally labelled Hamiltonian cycle
in Gn>r with set-sequence HniT.
DEFINITION 1.9: Let n,r be positive integers with r ^n, and let Hn<r be defined
recursively as follows:
1- Hnn = Xn.
2. HnA = {l}...{n}.
3. For 1 < r < n, given that tfn_i,r-i = AiA2 • • • A/n-is, let H^e\T_x ffi n be
the list
. . . (A2 U {n}) {Ax U {n}),
that results by adjoining n to each set of #n_1 | r_i and then reversing the
order of the resulting listing.
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4. For 1 < r < n, let i?n,r = ifn_i, r (H;™lir_x © n) be the list that results
from concatenating Hn-iiT and H™lT_l © n .
E X A M P L E 1.2.
i?3,2 = ff2,2(tf27 © 3) = {12}{23}{13},
H4,2 = # 3 , 2 ( # 3 7 ® 4 ) = {12}{23}{13}{34}{24}{14},
#4,3 = {123}{134}{234}{124},
#5,3 = HAfi(Hl™ © 5) = {123}{134}{234}{124}{145}{245}{345}{135}{235}{125}.
Notice that the base step of the inductive proof of Proposition 1.3 involves the cycle
#5 ) 2 . The inductive procedure used to (rf2)-label Hamiltonian cycles in Proposition 1.3
leads to set-sequences which are -ffd+2,2 cycles. The construction used in Proposition 1.4
guarantees that if the two given cycles are i?n-i,r and i/n,r+i, then the resulting r © 1-
labelled cycle is i / n + 1 ] r + 1 . Thus, we may assume that for d ^ 3, the (d 2 lr~2)-labelled
Hamiltonian cycles used in the proof of Theorem 1.2 are all HniT cycles.
The Hamiltonian cycle in G53 in Figure 1 is #5,3. We can assume the Hamiltonian
cycles of G>+i,r used in the proof in Lemma 1.6 are HT+\T cycles. Once again, the
inductive procedure used in the proof of Lemma 1.6 leads to HT+2tr cycles for 22 l r"2
cases. Thus we may assume that all the orthogonally labelled cycles in Corollary 1.7 are
Hnr cycles. Theorem 1.8 follows.
2. CONCLUSION
In this work the improvement over existing literature involves the "permutational"
aspect of our main theorem. Indeed in [3], the present authors and R. B. McFadden prove
that for any Hamiltonian cycle A there exists a partition sequence II such that (A, TV) is an
orthogonally labelled Hamiltonian cycle. They provide a highly efficient algorithm that on
input (n, r) outputs an orthogonally labelled Hamiltonian cycle. However, except for the
(3,2) case, the partition sequence associated with their algorithm is not permutational.
In [3] the Transposition Listing Conjecture is stated: for n > lr, the authors conjecture
that there exists a permutational orthogonally labelled Hamiltonian cycle such that all
permutations involved are transpositions. The authors show that the validity of the
Transposition Listing Conjecture is a logical consequence of the celebrated Middle Levels
Conjecture (for a reference on the Middle Levels Conjecture, see [6]).
The partition type r is said to be exceptional ([2]) if the number of distinct partitions
of type T is less than I ] . Clearly if r is an exceptional partition type, no orthogonally
T-labelled list exists. In [2], the first author and J. Lehel prove existence of orthogonally
-r-labelled lists for all non-exceptional partition types r with classes of size at most two,
a result we used in the paper. Moreover they show that for 1 < s < r, there exist
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orthogonally 2s lr~s-labelled Hamiltonian cycles. In [4], the authors extend this result
and show that even for non-exceptional r of the form 2r, there exist orthogonally 2r-
labelled Hamiltonian cycles.
In [2] it is conjectured that for every non-exceptional type r, there exists orthogonally
r-labelled list. The present paper is a part of a series of papers directed towards proving
this conjecture.
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